Message from the Managing Director

Ever since the establishment of TANZILA TEXTILE LTD. (TTL), TTL has strived to maintain high ethical standards, produce high quality apparels made to meet the needs of the buyer with inch-perfect accuracy and high reliability. To the point that maintaining quality and social standards have become second nature to our operating procedures.

We aim to establish a corporate culture in which every member of TANZILA TEXTILE LTD. takes initiative in carefully assessing societal and buyer expectations, considering what can be done to meet these expectations, taking appropriate actions, and providing value, in order to build stronger relationships of trust with all of our stakeholders.
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About Us

TANZILA TEXTILE LTD. has been established since 2007 and has rapidly become a major supplier of ready-made garments from Bangladesh.

When it comes to ready-wear manufacturing, TANZILA TEXTILE LTD. is a cut above the rest. TANZILA TEXTILE LTD. is a 'tells a tale of' a company that has everything right about it-its people, its technology, its systems, its customers and its location.

At TANZILA TEXTILE LTD. we endeavor to provide our customers with an exceptional service of the highest standard and quality to guarantee client satisfaction.

Today, TANZILA’s success is a result of state of the art equipment and experienced personnel from the management team to the factory force. With a team of such quality TANZILA TEXTILE LTD is able to run a highly efficient and competitive production unit, enabling us to meet the industries continuous increasing standards and demands.

As TANZILA’s reputation grows, so does interest from other countries.
Manpower Statement

- 5 Engineers
- 2 Doctors
- 62 Knitting & Dyeing Staff
- 64 Office Staff
- 146 Production Staff
- 14 Quality Control Staff
- 1865 Workers
The factory is situated in its own Multi-storied building with a built floor space of 2,05,467 Square feet in 5 separate buildings.

In building 1 contains Ground floor Embroidery, Auto Printing- and 3rd floor to 6th floor contains Finishing, Sewing, Inspection Room Room Graphics Design, Sample Room, Merchandising, IT Unit.

In building-2 contains Child Care Medical Room, HR-Admin Office Premises. In building-2 also contains Garments store, Offset printing, Chemical arehouses.
In building 3 & 4: are equipped with Dyeing, Finishing, Sewing Thred Dyeing, Lab Section, Garments Sample section, Reconning unit along with the dining hall for workers.

In Building 5 contains Dyeing Finishing, 1st floor knitting, 2nd floor cutting, 3rd to 5th floor sewing & Finishing, 6th floor office Room.
Knitting

Our total knitting capacity is 8 tons/day with branded knitting machines that are from Taiwan. We produce a range of knitt fabrics from single jersey, Design rib, interlock, piques, Flece, F/Terry and all types of elastane fabrics. A variety of blended fabrics with cotton, polyester, viscose and modal etc are also produced.

Total Floor Space for Kitting 15,000 Sqf.
Knit Garment Manufacturing

Our knit garment manufacturing capacity 40,000 pcs Average style (Like T Shirt, Polo Shirt, Sweat Jaket, Pant, Hooted Jaket, Trowser, Night Wear etc.

Total sewing Machine 900 plus (Nine Hundred Pcs)

Total Floor Space 1,25,000 Sqf.
Laboratory

We have a fully equipped laboratory that allows us conduct in-house testings of all our dyes, chemicals and fabrics to detect harmful chemicals and controlled substances. The laboratory features wascator, tumble dryer, gyro wash, light box, crock master, orbitor-pilling tester, and spectrophotometer. This laboratory makes sure that we deliver consistent and measurable levels of quality to our customers every time.
Dyeing

The total fabric dyeing capacity is approximately 14 tons per day in the space of 50,000 square feet. Our Dyeing machines are predominantly from Turkey. Our dyeing machines are geared towards producing a high quality dyed fabric on the market that develops a unique appearance and feel. With the machines precoded formulas, we can achieve the highest levels of quality even with intricate fabrics.

Also we can dyeing any Type Composition Knitted Fabric.
Fabric Finishing

Our total Garments finishing capacity is 45,000 pieces per day. The fabric finishing machines are from Italy and Germany. The machines range from Siliting stenter, sueding, raising, compactor and tumbling. The machines and performance of our finishing section are not only an example of the heights of quality of TANZILA TEXTILE LTD., but also proves our detail-oriented perfectionist production system. We have Total Iron Table 50 pcs with veedle Dectector m/c.
Our placement printing system consists of 7000 square feet for a capacity of 28000 pieces per day. The machines are from various states in Europe, each strategically picked to enhance and the overall quality.

Embroidery takes up 4000 square feet with the ability of 10,000 pieces per day. The machines are essentially from China and Japan. The latest computerised multi-head embroidery machines help create up-to-the-minute concepts of embroidery and embellishments.
Offset Printing

The offset printing system has a capacity of 30,000 units per day within a space of 2000 square feet. Our machines are from Germany, Italy and China. The color measurement systems are synonymous with industry standard color stability and provides reproducible results with great quality.

Sewing Thread Dyeing

Our sewing thread dyeing machines are for choice High Temperature Ateon system chosen in order to give us high quality colors. This service allows us to have a better control over the dyed threads and hence makes for better Yarn.
Certification
Contact Information

Head Office Address:
Road No # 32,
House # 492 (2nd Floor),
DOHS Mohakhali,
Dhaka -1206, Bangladesh

Email :
Info@Tanzilatextile.com
www.tanzilatextile.com

Factory Address:
Baroipara, Ashulia,
Savar, Dhaka.
Bangladesh.
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